addresses a still timely and politically important issue. All 32 country reports

included in this book follow a unique structure that is convenient, first, for comparing
countries and, second, for selected readings on a particular topic such as politics, employment, or education with regard to Islamophobia across Europe.
The present report investigates in detail the underlying dynamics that directly or indirectly
support the rise of anti-Muslim racism in Europe. This extends from Islamophobic statements spread in national media to laws and policies that restrain the fundamental rights
of European Muslim citizens and threaten the whole of society. As a result, the European
Islamophobia Report 2019 discusses the impact of anti-Muslim racism on human rights,
multiculturalism, and the state of law in Europe.
This fifth edition of our report highlights how European societies are progressively overwhelmed by the Islamophobic discourse of the “Great Replacement” and other far-right
conspiracy theories. The 32 country reports demonstrate how governments and mainstream media participate in reproducing such discourses that put the fundamental rights of
millions of European citizens in jeopardy and how one can counteract these developments.
This compendium of useful insights and data aims to provide European policy-makers,
institutions, and NGOs with recommendations on how to tackle anti-Muslim racism in
Europe seriously.
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Executive Summary
This report deals with Islamophobic events in the Netherlands that occurred in
2019. Attacks against mosques continue to be frequently reported. While officially
the numbers of complaints on discrimination and Islamophobia have decreased, research by Meld Islamofobie illustrates that this is not because of a change in mentality, but rather stemming from the reluctance of the victims to press charges due to a
lack of trust in the establishment.
At the same time a trend of normalisation concerning Islamophobic discourse
seems to be developing, alongside an ever-growing polarisation. PVV’s Islamophobic
statements started to find their way to other parties only to resonate there. Another
far-right party, the newly founded FvD, becomes increasingly more popular. This
observation is also supported by Meld Islamofobie’s aforementioned report, stating
that the real Islamophobia doesn’t lie with violent acts, but with everyday remarks
and statements by others often not even recognized as such.
The year 2019 was marked by reports by the AIVD on Salafism and Jihadis,
causing unrest within governments on both local and national level, and in society
within the communities of both Muslim and non-Muslim citizens as the first felt
stereotyped and judged, whereas the latter were fed with fear by reports that later
turned out to have hardly any bearing. This is in sharp contrast to the AIVD’s statement that attacks by “lone wolves” on Muslims are quite possible, which hardly led
to any reaction by the government. In August, the burqa ban started to be implemented. Several other bills limiting Islamic practices were filed but weren’t able to
pass the House of Representatives.
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Samenvatting
Dit rapport bespreekt de Islamofobische gebeurtenissen in Nederland die plaatsvonden in 2019. Aanvallen op moskees worden nog steeds regelmatig gerapporteerd.
Hoewel officieel het aantal klachten over discriminatie en Islamofobie is gezakt, illustreert onderzoek door Meld Islamofobie dat dit niet komt door een mentaliteitsverandering, maar voortspringt uit de tegenzin van slachtoffers om een klacht in te
dienen wegens gebrek aan vertrouwen in het huidige etablissement.
Tegelijkertijd is lijkt zich ook een trend van normalisatie zich te ontwikkelen wat
betreft het Islamofobische discours, bezijden een steeds groeiende polarisatie. PVV’s
Islamofobische uitingen begonnen hun weg te vinden naar andere partijen om daar
weer geresoneerd te worden. Een andere extreem-rechtse partij, het recent gestichte
FvD, wordt steeds meer populair. Deze observatie wordt tevens ondersteund door
het eerder vermeldde onderzoek van Meld Islamofobie, dat constateert dat de echte
Islamofobie niet ligt in gewelddadige handelingen, maar in alledaagse opmerkingen
en uitdrukkingen, die door anderen vaak zelfs niet als zulk beschouwd worden.
2019 was een jaar gemarkeerd door rapporten van de AIVD over Salafisme en
Jihadisme, die onrust veroorzaakten binnen zowel regionale als nationale regeringen
en binnen de samenleving, bij zowel Moslims als niet-Moslims, aangezien de eerste
zich gestereotypiseerd voelden en beoordeeld, terwijl de laatste gevoed werd met
angst door rapporten die later bleken weinig of geen waarheid te bevatten. Dit in
scherp contrast met de AIVD’s verklaring dat aanvallen door ‘eenzame wolven’ vrij
mogelijk zijn, dat amper tot enige reactie van de overheid heeft geleid. In Augustus ging de Boerka-ban van start. Verscheide andere wetsvoorstellen die Islamitische
praktijken limiteerden werden ingediends maar slaagden er niet in de Tweede Kamer
te passeren.
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Country Profile
EIR 2019
Country: The Netherlands
Type of Regime: Parliamentary representative democracy, constitutional monarchy, and a decentralised unitary state
Form of Government: Constitutionally consists of the king and the cabinet
ministers; the king’s role is limited to the formation of government.
Ruling Parties: People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD), Christian
Democrats (CDA), D66 party, and the faith-based party Christian Union (ChristenUnie)
Opposition Parties: Far-right Party for Freedom (PVV), Greenleft (Groenlinks), Party for the Animals (PvD), Labour Party (PvdA), far-right Forum for Democracy (FvD)
Last Elections: 2019 Provincial Elections: in terms of seats, the new far-right
party FvD of Thierry Baudet became the biggest party in three provinces, getting
almost double the votes as the PVV. 2019 European Elections: the PvdA gained 6
seats, doubling the number of its seats since the last elections, while the VVD gained
4. The FvD, again, came out as the true victor of these elections by winning 3 seats
as well, despite being a brand-new party (by comparison, the PVV gained 0 seats).
Total Population: 17,282,163 (in 2019)
Major Languages: Dutch
Official Religion: No official religion (secularism)
Statistics on Islamophobia: Official statistics illustrate a drop of religious discrimination reports. According to Meld Islamofobie, however, the reason for this
drop is the lack of willingness to file a report mainly because of the lack of proof
and/or cooperation by the police, making the victims of discrimination believe
that their filing a report has no use whatsoever. According to the report, 84% of
the participants were not willing to file a report. While it is usually men who are
stopped by the police, it is women who are insulted on the streets, especially the
covered ones. Among women wearing the niqab, 42% have been spat on, beaten,
or kicked on the streets.
Statistics on Racism and Discrimination: According to the latest reports released in April 2019, there is a 6% drop of reports on discrimination. When discrimination occurs, it is usually based on race and/or skin colour (51%). In North
Holland, however, there is a 7% rise in reports, with 6% of all reports relating to
anti-Semitism (8% of all reports in the Netherlands).
Major Religions (% of Population): Christianity (40%), No religion (53%),
Islam (5%), Judaism (0.1%).
Muslim Population (% of Population): 825,000 (5% of Dutch population,
Source: CBS)
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Main Muslim Community Organizations: Contactorgaan Moslims en Overheid (CMO); Unie van Marokkanse Moskeeorganisaties in Nederland (UMMON);
Stichting Platform Islamistiche Organisaties Rijnmond (SPIOR); Samenwerkingsverband Islamitische Organisaties Regio Haaglanden (SIOR-H); Islamitische Stichting
Nederland- ISN-DIYANET; Raad van Marokkaanse Moskeen Nederland (RMMN);
Stichting Milli Gorus Netherlands; Stichting Islamtische Centrum Nederland (Suleymanci Movement); Al Nisa; Mind Nederland; Fahm Instituut.
Main NGOs Combating Islamophobia: Meld Islamofobie, Collectief tegen Islamofobie, SPIOR, Republiek Allochtinie, Geloven In Samenleven, Religion Research,
Mind Nederland, Al Nisa
Far-Right Parties: PVV, FvD
Far-Right Movements: Voorpost, Identitair Verzet, Pegida.nl, Erkenbrand
Far-Right Terrorist Organizations: N/A
Limitations to Islamic Practices:
ű Hijab Ban: None
ű Halal Slaughter Ban: In 2019, the Party for the Animals submitted a new
bill proposal to have slaughter without sedation completely banned by law,
but it didn’t pass the Chamber of Representatives. In 2018, there were already
restrictions set in place saying that if an animal is not insensitive to pain within 40 seconds of slaughter, it must be shot.
ű Minaret Ban: None
ű Circumcision Ban: None
ű Burka Ban: On 26 June 2018, the Dutch Senate approved the bill “Partial
Prohibition of Face-Covering Clothing.” The ban went into effect in August
2019.
ű Prayer Ban: None. It depends on local decision since the European Court of
Justice ruled in March 2017 that employers can restrict their staff displaying
visible religious symbols, including taking time off for prayers.
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Introduction
Islamophobia is still on the rise in the Netherlands. While official discrimination
reports make no mention of a serious increase, other reports available on Muslims simply show they do not report the discrimination they face. At the same
time, most reports mention that the Dutch society (both native Dutch citizens and
those with a migrant background) senses that the polarisation in the Netherlands is
growing ever larger, with less people bothering to listen to other opinions and even
mentioning hating those who think differently. Especially with reports on Salafism,
on the one side, and the discussion on Zwarte Piet (a character accompanying/
serving Saint Nicholas according to Dutch folklore, traditionally black because
he is said to be a Moor coming from Spain), native Dutch feel everything that is
“typically Dutch” is being attacked and threatened, risking to be completely wiped
away, while those with a migration background, and particularly important for
our report here, of Muslim background, feel that they are constantly being stereotyped, labelled, misrepresented, and unheard. Interestingly enough, most people
claimed to think that this increase in polarisation is caused by media and social
media in particular.
On the other hand, the Dutch Constitution stresses the right of freedom of
religion, precisely because of the conflicts and wars it experienced hundreds of years
ago. Because of this, Dutch Muslims are able to have their own private schools, build
mosques (that actually look like mosques), even have the call to prayer - rights that
are often declined (or cancelled even) by many surrounding countries. Attempts to
minimalize or completely ban these rights are regularly made, especially by the far
right (such as a ban on the call to prayer, religious slaughter, religious education,
etc.) but time and again are criticised by the Council of State, stating that they are
in conflict with the constitution. Yet, while the National Security Service has reported that there is a rather high possibility of aggression against Muslims by extreme
right-minded, so-called lone wolves, more energy is spent on the rumoured radicalisation of Muslims, youth in particular, and on “fighting Salafism”, despite statistics
illustrating that only a very low percentage of Muslims adhere to Salafism, and the
fact that, more importantly, Salafism is for many of its followers just an ultra-orthodox religious movement, not to be confused with Jihadism.

Discussion of Islamophobic Incidents and
Discursive Events
Physical and Verbal Attacks
On 16 January, a fascist provocation took place in The Hague. At the time an info-night on the extreme right and its newest branch, the alt right, which has started
to spread its influence from the United States to Europe, was taking place in The
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Hague. Several white supremacist symbols and stickers with Islamophobic slogans
were attached to the walls of the venue.1
On 3 March 2019, a banner with insulting phrases was placed on a window
frame of the As-Sunnah Mosque in The Hague. According to the chairman of the
board, Abdelhamid Taheri, the banner was hung right before the morning prayer
and wrote things as “The Qur’an is poison” and “Prophet Mohammad is a p**phile”.
Next to the banner was a mannequin dressed in “Arab clothes”, half uncovered and
with a beard and a baby doll attached to his crotch. According to Taheri, the mannequin was to represent the prophet Mohammad having intercourse with a baby.
The group Pegida, which fights against Islam, claimed responsibility for the act via a
tweet posted by frontman Edwin Wagensveld. Pegida itself claimed that they didn’t
attach anything to the mosque itself but to its front and therefore to a public area.
The organisation stated it was angry that their requests to demonstrate in front of
mosques in The Hague were continuously being denied and that the municipality
was not up for a “constructive conversation” regarding a solution to the “demonstration problem”. Taheri decided to file an official complaint against Pegida. Several
mosque organisations such as Moskee Alert, RMMN, and Milli Görüş have denounced Pegida’s action.2 On the website al-Yaqeen, Taheri expressed his concerns
about this and similar attacks and wondered what needs to happen before the governments acts to stop this Islamophobia.3 A couple of months later, Taheri to step
down from his position as as chairman of the As-Soennah Mosque organisation. In
his statement he wrote that since 2002 he has defied and fought xenophobia and
other kinds of intolerance but that in the societal, political, and media spectra anti-Muslim sentiment has become socially acceptable.4
On 8 April, several mosque-goers were beaten by a father and son in Waddinxveen. A 15-year-old youth attending the mosque was sworn at, threatened, and beaten. The victim fled into the mosque. The perpetrators chased the boy and knocked
the door violently. When the people in the mosque opened the door, the perpetuators again spouted racist remarks, and attacked, threatened, and abused several
others present.5
1. “Fascistische provocatie in Moerwijk”, Krapuul, 22 January 2019, https://www.krapuul.nl/nieuws/2733112/fascistische-provocatie-in-moerwijk, (Access date: 13 March 2020).
2. Roemer van Oordt, “Pegida plaatst Mohammed als pop met baby in kruis voor moskee As-Soennah”, Republiek
Alloctonie, 3 March 2019, http://www.republiekallochtonie.nl/blog/nieuws/pegida-plaatst-mohammed-als-popmet-baby-in-kruis-voor-moskee-as-soennah, (Access date: 18 February 2020).
3. Stichting Al-Soennah, “Moslimgemeenschap aangevallen door neonazi’s”, Al Yaqeen, 3 March 2019, https://
al-yaqeen.com/nieuws/moslimgemeenschap-aangevallen-door-neonazis/, (Access date: 18 February 2020).
4. Team Al Yaqeen, “Abdelhamid Taheri stopt als bestuursvoorzitter”, Al Yaqeen, 18 October 2019, https://al-yaqeen.com/nieuws/abdelhamid-taheri-stopt-als-bestuursvoorzitter/, (Access date: 18 February 2020).
5. “Burgemeester over mishandeling bij moskee Waddinxveen: ‘Dit is heel erg”, RTL Nieuws, 18 April 2019,
https://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/artikel/4670576/burgemeester-over-mishandeling-bij-moskee-waddinxveen-ditheel-erg, (Access date: 3 February 2020).
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On 23 April, a man in Leeuwaarden went to the local mosque, placed a couple
of garbage bags in front of it and lit them on fire, fleeing the scene immediately. A
couple of minutes later a passer-by noticed the fire and warned the imam. Later, the
court ruled that he had caused great fear among the local Muslim community, and
that the mosque had witnessed a significant decrease in attendance despite the extra
measures of precaution that were being taken. The man has been sentenced to 36
months of imprisonment, of which 14 months are conditional, and has been fined
1,300 euros.6
In June, a protest movement in Nijmegen called “Nijmegen Rechtsaf ” hung a
huge banner to protest against the arrival and the speech of the Indonesian Minister
of Religion at Radboud University. The topic of the conference was moderate Islam.
According to the movement, the minister does not represent moderate Islam as a
minister of a country where certain Sharia-related laws are applied. In general, however, the minister is not viewed as promoting extremism.7
On 22 June, the mayor of Eindhoven gave the order to break up an illegal
demonstration held in the vicinity of the Al-Fourqaan Mosque. Pegida is not allowed
to hold any demonstration next to or in the vicinity of a mosque. When the demonstrators resisted 12 suspected Pegida members were arrested. During the demonstration, eggs and allegedly rocks were thrown, but nobody was injured.8
On 16 June, Sunday, the Nasser Mosque in Veenendaal was soiled by unknown
attackers. No slogans were left on the walls, but sanitary pads and faeces were smeared
over the mosque. The last attack on the mosque took place in 2010.9
On 16 September, anti-Islamic posters and banners were hung on the Abou
Bakr Mosque in Almere. Only the previous week, the mosque had been mentioned
in a research by the NRC and “Newshour” on the influence of Salafists on Islamic
education in the Netherlands. The posters contained texts such as “No Mosque” and
“Stop child abuse, stop Islam”.10 (Fig. 1)

6. “Celstraf voor brandstichting moskee Leeuwarden”, NOS, 3 October 2019, https://nos.nl/artikel/2304522-celstraf-voor-brandstichting-moskee-leeuwarden.html, (Access date: 3 February 2020).
7. Stephen Friedrichs, “Nijmegen Rechtsaf protesteert tegen komst‘omstreden’ minister naar Radboud Universiteit”, de Gelderlander, 19 June 2019, https://www.gelderlander.nl/nijmegen/nijmegen-rechtsaf-protesteert-tegen-komst-br-omstreden-minister-naar-radboud-universiteit~a70da0eb/, (Access date: 19 February 2020).
8. “Pegida-aanhangers opgepakt bij manifestatie”, Politie, 22 June 2019, https://www.politie.nl/nieuws/2019/
juni/22/09-pegida-aanhangers-opgepakt-bij-manifestatie.html, (Access date: 3 February 2020).
9. Jaap Rademaker and Jesse Reith, “Veenendaalse moskee beklad met maandverband en smerigheid: ‘Werk van
een gek”, Algemeen Dagblad, 17 July 2019, https://www.ad.nl/veenendaal/veenendaalse-moskee-beklad-met-maandverband-en-smerigheid-werk-van-een-gek~a91a0eb2/?referrer=http://www.republiekallochtonie.nl/blog/achtergronden/haatincidenten-gericht-tegen-moskeeen-historisch-overzicht-en-update-van-de-lijst-november-2019, (Access date: 3 February 2020).
10. “Posteractie tegen Abou Bakr moskee”, Omroep Flevoland, 16 September 2019, https://www.omroepflevoland.
nl/nieuws/174175/posteractie-tegen-abou-bakr-moskee, (Access date: 3 February 2020).
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Figure 1: Poster with the writing “No Mosque” placed on the Abou Bakr Mosque in Almere on 16 September.11
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(Access date: 3 February 2020).
2019,
https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/de-blauwe-moskee-in-nieuw-west-doet-aangifte-nabedreiging~badd4e4a/,
(Access
3 February 2020).
13. “Kabel doorgeknipt, gebedsoproep Blauwe Moskee date:
Amsterdam
mislukt”, NOS, 8 November 2019, https://
11. Ibid.

nos.nl/artikel/2309565-kabel-doorgeknipt-gebedsoproep-blauwe-moskee-amsterdam-mislukt.html, (Access date:
18 February 2020).
14. Wilco Louwes, "Vrijdag én zaterdag demonstraties tegen bouw moskee in Enschede", Tubantia, 22 October 2019,
https://www.tubantia.nl/enschede/vrijdag-en-zaterdag-demonstraties-tegen-bouw-moskee-in-enschede~a98cadb2/?referrer=https://www.google.com/, (Access date: 25 February 2020).
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filed a complaint.15 A couple of days later, mosques in Vlissingen and Oosterhout received the same letters. The initial reaction of the Moroccan Al-Mohsin Mosque in Oosterhout was to ignore the letter, as they are used to unpleasant reactions. This changed
when they heard of the same letter being sent to several other mosques. The sender used
the same fake post address and the name “Kick out”. No comments were made by politicians to denounce the threats nor was the person behind the letters found.

Employment
According to research by the Social and Cultural Planning Bureau (SCP), 83% per
cent of Dutch citizens with a migrant background feel at home in the Netherlands.
However, only 42% feel like they can truly be themselves, with 29% proclaiming
that they feel discriminated on a weekly basis and 41% on a monthly basis. A couple
of years ago, according to a report again by the SCP, 25% of the population with
a migrant background claimed to have experienced discrimination in a period of a
year. Twenty to forty per cent of those looking for work experienced discrimination
during their search, while two out of three Muslims reported having faced discrimination at least once during a period of 12 months. At the same time, the report
showed that the willingness to report discrimination has significantly decreased. Especially the amount of complaints filed to the police has decreased by 40% in a
period of four years.16
Research by the University of Amsterdam (UvA) and the University of Utrecht
(UU) that was shared by the Platform Integration and Society (KIS) showed that the
chance of a jobseeker with a non-Western migrant background being approached is
40% less than the chance of a native Dutch jobseeker. Especially those of Turkish,
Moroccan, or Antillian descent are being discriminated by employers. Jobseekers can
do very little to improve their chances, the research states – this is up to the government and employers.17
Another research by the Central Plan Bureau (CPB) states that citizens with
Antillian, Turkish, and Moroccan migrant backgrounds respectively earn 31%, 26%
and 31% less than native Dutch citizens. Over the past fifteen years, this wage gap
hasn’t changed much. With women of Turkish descent, the hourly wage is up to 29%
lower. This difference in wages is partly attributed to the difference in level of education. While other factors such as choice of study, social networks, type of jobs, etc.
15. “Lugubere vondst in brievenbus Zeister moskee: dreigbrief met getekende galg”, De Kanttekening, 12 November 2019, https://dekanttekening.nl/nieuws/lugubere-vondst-in-brievenbus-zeister-moskee-dreigbrief-met-getekende-galg/, (Access date: 3 February 2020).
16. Ewoud Butter, “29% van Nederlanders met migratieachtergrond ervaart wekelijks discriminatie”, Republiek
Allochtonie, 23 June 2019, http://www.republiekallochtonie.nl/blog/achtergronden/29-van-nederlanders-met-migratieachtergrond-ervaart-wekelijks-discriminatie, (Access date: 5 February 2020).
17. “Kans dat sollicitant met niet-westerse achtergrond wordt benaderd is 40% kleiner”, Kennisplatform Integratie & Samenleving, 18 July 2019, https://www.kis.nl/artikel/kans-dat-sollicitant-met-niet-westerse-achtergrond-wordt-benaderd-40-kleiner, (Access date: 8 February 2020).
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have an effect, discrimination on the labour market is of great importance as well.
According to the bureau, steps need to be taken to fight this discrimination. Furthermore, youth of migrant background should be better guided during their selection
of field of study, and better informed of the labour market perspectives and policies
developed to stop dropping out of school.18
Another sample test by the Inspection of Social Matters and Employment found
that most employment agencies are still willing to discriminate upon the demand of
their clients. Four out of 10 agencies accepted the request not to send candidates of
foreign descent. In January, the television programme “Radar” had already revealed
that there is a large-scale discrimination within the media sector, causing the giants
within the sector to send their employees to an anti-discrimination course.19

Education
At the end of March, the intelligence service AIVD published the results of its yearly
report, stating, “The AIVD concluded that promoters of radical Islam manage to position themselves within the range of education for young Muslims. Here, especially
the after-school classes in Arabic and Islam come to mind… These look simple and
innocent. However, we are of the opinion that children and adults become estranged
from society because of the content of this education and might possibly be obstructed in their participation in society. This is caused by intolerant and anti-democratic
thoughts belonging to the initiators”.20 This statement caused much confusion and
worry amongst mosques and their respective congregations as the AIVD spoke in
generalisations and did not make clear where exactly the problem lies, which schools
or mosques are dubious, etc. When asked for more information, the intelligence
service talked about Salafist influence. This itself caused protest as Salafism is just
another word for Orthodoxy, something which is allowed in the Netherlands within
the right of religion. Earlier in the year, a similar vagueness caused problems when it
came to the issue of the Cornelius Haga Lyceum, referring to Salafist influence, when
in fact it was a couple of radical hate preachers that caused concern.21
In the same month, the AIVD published another report related to Islamic
education, this time concerning a private high school in Amsterdam, namely Cornelius Haga Lyceum. The high school opened its doors in 2017 and is the first
18. “CPB: Migratieachtergrond voorspelt nog steeds een lager inkomen”, NU, 12 July 2019, https://www.nu.nl/
economie/5932509/cpb-migratieachtergrond-voorspelt-nog-steeds-een-lager-inkomen.html,(Access date: 22 February 2020).
19. “Nog steeds werken veel uitzendbureaus op verzoek mee aan discriminatie”, De Limburger, 12 July 2019,
https://www.limburger.nl/cnt/dmf20190712_00114294/nog-steeds-werken-veel-uitzendbureaus-op-verzoek-meeaan-discriminatie%2022/02/2020, (Access date: 8 February 2020).
20. Vera Spaans, “Blauwe Moskee bezorgd om waarschuwing AIVD”, Het Parool, 2 April 2019, https://www.parool.
nl/amsterdam/blauwe-moskee-bezorgd-om-waarschuwing-aivd~b4054c45/, (Access date: 19 February 2020).
21. Vera Spaans, “Blauwe Moskee bezorgd om waarschuwing AIVD”, Het Parool, 2 April 2019, https://www.parool.
nl/amsterdam/blauwe-moskee-bezorgd-om-waarschuwing-aivd~b4054c45/, (Access date: 19 February 2020).
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of its kind in Amsterdam, combining Islamic education with the official Dutch
curriculum. The municipality of Amsterdam, politicians, intelligence services, etc.,
have all been very outspoken on the matter. Accusations varied from influencing
students with Salafi ideas, personal ties with violent extremists from the Caucasus,
and anti-democratic and “Salafi-dominated” education. Upon publication, the
municipality demanded the immediate resignation of the head of the school Soner
Atasoy, and the alderman Marjolein Moorman.22 Even the premier, Mark Rutte,
stated that he “wouldn’t send his child there”.23 After the report, the inspectorate
managed to find hardly any evidence at all or at best some indirect evidence that
has been known for years. Minister Grapperhaus stated that there were signals but
no offenses, and definitely no creation of a “parallel society” and of countering
integration. The only real issues were financial mismanagement, the authoritative
and provoking leadership of the principal, and a lack of expertise and experience
within the board. This Islamic school has been unwanted by both regional and
national governments and these developments make Dutch Muslims stigmatised,
have decreased their faith in the government while further polarisation is lurking
around the corner.24 Upon the release of the report, the House of Representatives
immediately demanded an explanation from the minister of continued education,
the minister of justice security, and the minister of integration.25
In April, the school decided to sue the municipality for refusing permission
to expand. The Amsterdam education councillor Marjolein Moorman, however, refuses to discuss new lodging until the current head of the school, Söner Atasoy,
resigns and a decent interim principal takes the lead.26 A couple of days later, Atasoy
leaked a letter sent by the Minister of Continued Education Arie Slob in which he
threatened to use the Bibob test, a highly unusual thing as the test normally is used
to block criminal enterprises and shell companies, in order to make sure the school
isn’t using money for illegal activities.27 In June, the Council of State announced
that the school wasn’t going to get new subsidies to open new schools as there is no
22. Ruben Koops, “Banden tussen Cornelius Haga Lyceum en terreurgroep”, Het Parool, 7 March 2019, https://
www.parool.nl/amsterdam/banden-tussen-cornelius-haga-lyceum-en-terreurgroep~ba3a0286/, (Access date: 25
February 2020).
23. Tobias den Hartog, “Rutte over Haga Lyceum: ‘Ik zou m’n kind er niet heen sturen”, Het Parool, 8 March 2019,
https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/rutte-over-haga-lyceum-ik-zou-m-n-kind-er-niet-heen-sturen~b63e56b2/, (Access date: 22 February 2020).
24. Romer van Oordt, “Case Haga: overheid zet vertrouwen van Nederlandse moslims op het spel”, Republiek Allochtonie, 22 June 2019, http://www.republiekallochtonie.nl/blog/achtergronden/case-haga-overheid-zet-vertrouwen-van-nederlandse-moslims-op-het-spel, (Access date: 8 February 2020).
25. ANP, “Kamer lucht hart over Cornelius Haga Lyceum”, Het Parool, 14 March 2019, https://www.parool.nl/
amsterdam/kamer-lucht-hart-over-cornelius-haga-lyceum~bfde07b1/, (Access date: 25 February 2020).
26. “Cornelius Haga sleept gemeente voor de rechter”, Het Parool, 13 April 2019, https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/cornelius-haga-sleept-gemeente-voor-de-rechter~b60c1e4f/, (Access date: 25 February /2020).
27. David van Unen, “Minister dreigt Cornelius Haga met Bibob”, Het Parool, 20 April 2019, https://www.parool.
nl/amsterdam/minister-dreigt-cornelius-haga-met-bibob~b59b7cd6/, (Access date: 25 February 2020).
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indication that there is a need for them.28 Just days after the inspectorate released its
statement clearing the school from the accusations made by the AIVD, a video was
released of a teacher showing the video of a renowned hate imam to his students in
class. The teacher in question was suspended and even though Atasoy declined Salafi
thought was being taught at the school (the video was about bullying), the event
sparked a second inspection.29 In July, the AIVD itself this time was investigated
due to its report on the Cornelius Haga Lyceum by the Supervisory Committee of
the Intelligence and Security Services (CTIVD). AIVD head Dick Schoof admitted
that he underestimated the social impact of this report and the service didn’t control
the social dynamics sufficiently nor did it pay enough importance to the feelings of
the Muslim community. According to him, however, it was not their decision to go
public with the report but the municipality’s.30 Minister Slob warned the board of
the school to appoint a new head for the school by 14 October or state financing
would be cut as of 1 December. As the school didn’t manage to do so, all subsidies
were indeed cut off.31 The school then turned to the Council of State, which came
together in an emergency procedure on the matter and declared that the minister is
not allowed to cut off finances in this manner.32
In November 2019, a mother of Moroccan descent contacted the primary
school De Notenkraker to ask whether or not there was an empty slot and if her
daughter could join the third grade. When the mother suspected something strange
going on, she decided to email the school again, this time under a false “Dutch”
name, upon which she immediately received the reply that her daughter could start
after the Christmas holidays. When emailing them again under her real name to see
if there were any developments, she again was told that there were no empty slots
available. The mother has filed a complaint on the grounds of discrimination and
the chair of DENK, a Dutch political party founded by Tunahan Kuzu and Selçuk
Öztürk, called out for more inspections of schools.33
28. Bas Soetenhorst, “Rechter blokkeert uitbreidingsplannen Haga Lyceum”, Het Parool, 6 June 2019, https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/rechter-blokkeert-uitbreidingsplannen-haga-lyceum~bd2bfcd9/, (Access date: 25 February /2020).
29. Bas Soetenhorst, “Haga Lyceum schorst docent na tonen filmpje radicale internetprediker”, Het Parool, 21
June 2019, https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/haga-lyceum-schorst-docent-na-tonen-filmpje-radicale-internetprediker~b15e54d6/, (Access date: 25 February 2020); Bas Soetenhorst, “Nieuw onderzoek naar Haga Lyceum“, Het
Parool, 2 July 2019, https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/nieuw-onderzoek-naar-haga-lyceum~b0eea3d6/, (Access
date: 25 February 2020).
30. Bas Soetenhorst, “AIVD nu zelf onder de loep om Haga Lyceum”, Het Parool, 3 July 2019, https://www.parool.
nl/amsterdam/aivd-nu-zelf-onder-de-loep-om-haga-lyceum~b877dc5a/, (Access date: 25 February 2020).
31. Hanneke Keultjes, “Slob dreigt financiering Haga Lyceum per 1 december te stoppen”, Het Parool, 15 October 2019, https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/slob-dreigt-financiering-haga-lyceum-per-1-december-te-stoppen~
b4bb4666/, (Access date: 25 February 2020).
32. Hanneke Keultjes, “Minister mag financiering Haga Lyceum niet volledig stopzetten”, Het Parool, 22 November 2019, https://www.parool.nl/nederland/minister-mag-financiering-haga-lyceum-niet-volledig-stopzetten~b7fee153/, (Access date: 25 February 2020).
33. “Aangifte discriminatie tegen basisschool: ‘Nederlands kind is welkom, Marokkaans kind niet”, AT5, 25 November 2019, https://www.at5.nl/artikelen/198462/aangifte-discriminatie-tegen-basisschool-nederlands-kind-is-welkom-marokkaans-kind-niet, (Access date: 22 February 2020).
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Politics

At the end of January, the mayor of Amsterdam Femke Halsema admitted that the
chance of an attack on a mosque exists and that the municipality has taken extra protective measures. At the same time, she has decided to take measures against Salafist
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According to the periodical publication of the AIVD published in June 2019
polarisation between groups is increasing, not only between left and right, but also
between people with different opinions. Extreme right-minded people find each other in an online environment where the anti-Islamic discourse is every-growing and
34. Michiel Couzy, "Gemeente: reële kans op aanslag moskee", Het Parool, 25 January 2019, https://www.parool.nl/
nieuws/gemeente-reele-kans-op-aanslag-moskee~b7d04a00/, (Access date: 19 February 2020).
35. Geert Wilders, Twitter, 23 August 2019, https://twitter.com/geertwilderspvv, (Access date: 19 February 2020).
36. “Wekelijkse stemming”, Peil.nl, 15/09/2019, https://home.noties.nl/peil/wekelijkse-stemming/, (Access date:
1April 2020).
37. Geert Wilders, Twitter, 23 August 2019.
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radicalising. Attacks such as the one in New Zealand will continue to appeal to the
extreme-right scene in Europe. Its wing in the Netherlands, according to the National Security Service, is fragmented, but the threat from “lone actors” or “smaller
networks” is possible. Furthermore, the AIVD claims that the Salafi figures add to
the polarisation and radicalisation, especially amongst children and youth, via extracurricular education and classes. When it comes to far-right extremism, the threat
is caused by “lone wolves”, but when it comes to Jihadi terrorism, while claiming
themselves that the amount of attacks is low in the West, the threat level remains at
4 (5 being the highest) as “the intention for attacks continue to exist”, coming both
from DAESH and Al-Qaeda as from individuals and loose Jihadi networks.38
In the next issue, the AIVD again stated that a right-wing terrorist attack by a
loner in the Netherlands is possible. It based this statement on the possibility that
a Dutch (Internet) loner might radicalise and “commit a crime inspired by right
extremism” and stated that the right-extremist groups are “marginal and not violent”. There are signals on radicalising people with a right-extremist orientation and
because of this, the AIVD stated that the possibility of someone causing an attack
cannot be excluded.39
On 28 September, Geert Wilders posted a drawing of a mugshot of a man with
a beard and turban with the text “Murderer. Name: Mohammad”.40 A week earlier,
he called all Muslims to “choose freedom” and leave Islam.41
On 21 October, Wilders expressed his dismay about the Blue Mosque’s decision
to start the call to prayer with speakers. He tweeted: “Close all the screaming hate
palaces. Do it in Saudi Arabia. But not here. This is our country and Islam doesn’t
belong in the Netherlands.42 (Fig. 3) Femke Halsema, the mayor of Amsterdam,
claimed it was unnecessary to have the call to prayer reinforced by speakers, finding
it outdated; however, she didn’t intend to apply a sound limit, as it would mean
having to do the same thing with the church bells.43 Later, she suggested having the
38. “Dreigingsbeeld Terrorisme Nederland van NCTV nr 50”, Algemene Inlichtingen- en Veiligheidsdienst,
24 June 2019, https://www.aivd.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2019/06/24/dreigingsbeeld-terrorisme-nederland-van-nctv-nr-50, (Access date: 21 February 2020).
39. “Dreigingsbeeld Terrorisme Nederland 51 December 2019”, 9 December 2019, https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/
documenten/rapporten/2019/12/09/tk-bijlage-rapport-dreigingsbeeld-terrorisme-nederland-51, (Access date: 20
February 2020).
40. Geert Wilders, Twitter, 28 September 2019, https://twitter.com/geertwilderspvv, (Access date: 19 February
2020).
41. Geert Wilders, Twitter, 21 September 2019, https://twitter.com/geertwilderspvv, (Access date: 19 February
2020).
42. Teunis Dokter, “Geert Wilders frontaal in de aanval tegen ‘gillend haatpaleis’ de Blauwe Moskee, eist directe
sluiting,” De Dagelijkse Standaard, 22 October 2019, https://www.dagelijksestandaard.nl/2019/10/geert-wildersfrontaal-in-de-aanval-en-eist-sluiting-van-gillend-haatpaleis-de-blauwe-moskee/, (Access date: 19 February 2020).
43. Ruben Koops, “Halsema vindt versterkte gebedsoproep Blauwe Moskee niet van deze tijd”, Het Parool, 29
October 2019, https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/halsema-vindt-versterkte-gebedsoproep-blauwe-moskee-niet-van-deze-tijd~b7658e06/, (Access date: 19 February 2020).
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Figure 3: Wilders criticism on the call to prayer on 28 September: “Close all the screaming hate palaces. Do it in Saudi
Arabia. But not here. This is our country and Islam doesn’t belong in the Netherlands.45
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In the beginning
of December,
Wilders
Americans
at the
David
Horowitz Freedom Center, warning them against the threat of Islam, telling them
that it won’t be long before Islam conquers the USA as it conquered Europe, and that
Americans are to be resilient and fight Islam.46 He also called for the closing of all
Islamic schools, saying Islam is an ideology of suppression that definitely shouldn’t be
put in the heads of children.47 At the end of the same month, he called his followers
to organise another cartoon contest depicting the prophet Muhammad. He claimed
his aim was to expose the cowardice of the government when it comes to freedom of
speech, as the Pakistani government refused to arrest preacher Khadim Hussain Rizvi
who had threatened to decapitate Wilders on Twitter, whereas his call had become
world news in only a matter of hours. He claimed he intended to hold this contest
back in August 2019 but forfeited because of security reasons.48

Media
In January, the website Nieuwwij.nl published a report on the usage of the word
“Muslim” in four mainstream newspapers. According to the researcher, Tayfun
Balçık, most of the time, no matter what newspaper you read, De Telegraaf (conservative and populist), Algemeen Dagblad (neutral and populist), NRC (left liberal),
or de Volkskrant (centrist), entering the word “Muslim” in the search bar results in
articles mentioning “terrorist Muslims”. (Fig. 4)
44. Bas Soetenhorst, “Kritiek op Halsema: ‘Gebedsoproep moet in Arabisch”, Het Parool, 31 October 2019, https://
www.parool.nl/amsterdam/kritiek-op-halsema-gebedsoproep-moet-in-arabisch~b6259b39/, (Access date: 19 February 2020).
45. Teunis Dokter, “Geert Wilders frontaal in de aanval tegen ‘gillend haatpaleis’ de Blauwe Moskee, eist directe
sluiting,” De Dagelijkse Standaard.
46. Geert Wilders, Twitter, 12 December 2019, https://twitter.com/geertwilderspvv, (Access date: 19 February
2020).
47. Geert Wilders, Twitter, 11 December 2019, https://twitter.com/geertwilderspvv, (Access date: 19 February
2020).
48. “Wilders provoceert
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Figure 4: Table showing number of articles published by the four main newspapers writing on terrorism in different
contexts, most of them directly or indirectly discussing “Muslim terror”.De Telegraaf has a total of 102 articles on ‘terror’,
101 of them directly or indirectly on ‘Muslimterror’, de Volkskrant has a total of 98 articles on ‘terror’, 80 of them directly or
indirectly on ‘Muslimterror’, NRC has a total of 98 articles on ‘terror’, with 88 of them directly or indirectly on ‘Muslimterror’
and Algemeen Dagblad has a total of 75 articles on ‘terror’, with 69 of them directly or indirectly on ‘Muslimterror’49
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“terrorist attacks”. Especially the newspaper de Telegraaf goes very far in its thought association
of Islam and terrorism: 99% of its articles on terrorism are related to “Muslim terror”.50
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‘terrorism’ and what isn’t. ‘News’ isn’t objective but is always a selective representation of
events.” He continued, “When I would analyse the reporting about Christians or Catholics, I would tally all reporting about that group, including about Christian political par49. Geert Wilders, Twitter, 11 December 2019, https://twitter.com/geertwilderspvv, (Access date: 19 February 2020).
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51. Ibid.
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ties, Christmas, Easter, churches, etcetera. Would ‘sexual abuse’ then top the topics list?”52
Elske Schouten, deputy editor-in-chief of the NRC stated, “I am sure that on our cultural, economics and sports pages, people of a variety of religious paths play a role. We only
make their religion explicit when it is relevant, which is usually not the case.”53 To which
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Halfway through 2019, the NRC and “Newshour” conducted research on
course material used by some fifty so-called radical Islamic mosque schools. Their
definition of “radical”, however, remains unclear as well as their criteria for the selection of these particular schools. According to them, children are taught to resist the
principles or equality and liberty, and that it is their duty as good Muslims to leave
the Netherlands and move (back) to a Muslim country. In reaction, the VVD and
ChristenUnie said that the inspectorate should focus more on whether the children
are motivated to resist Dutch society. Both parties suggested a change of law allowing
the inspection to act and intervene when faced with such cases in informal education. The CDA, SP, and D66 also joined the protest and stated that there “should
never be a place for indoctrination of children with disgusting, degrading ideas” and
that “the cabinet should do everything within its might to banish such practices”.57
In March, the Social and Cultural Planning Bureau published a report entitled
“Citizen Perspectives 2019”. In it, it stated that 75% of Dutch citizens think that
differences of opinion on social matters and issues are increasing. Most of the people attribute this increasing polarisation to mentality and society, and to media in
particular, especially social media. The biggest “conflict”, according to those asked, is
between “native” Dutch and those with a migrant background. While official numbers dismiss the statement that polarisation has increased, the Dutch are thoroughly
convinced of this. Sixteen per cent agreed with the statement, “There are people who
I have started to hate because of the position they take and their viewpoints”. Seventy
per cent also agreed with the statement that the Internet and social media increase
polarisation, while 50% blamed the increase in polarisation on the traditional media.
Furthermore, the SCP claims that it is mostly younger people who agree with these
statements rather than elders.58
At the end of September, the organisation Meld Islamofobie (Report Islamophobia) published a report entitled “Everyday Islamophobia”. The aim of this report was to analyse the data sent in by participants who directly or indirectly experienced Islamophobia and discrimination because of their religion. Ninety-one per
cent of participants reported direct Islamophobia, in other words having taken place
directly against the person, and only 9% mentioned indirect Islamophobia, like discriminating articles, comments made by a politician, etc. These indirect events, while
not the focus of the research, can lead to direct events. Over 70% of the participants consider themselves “religious” to “very religious”, with half of the participants
having external signs such as hijab or a beard, indicating that their discrimination
57. Olaf Heyblom, “Salafistische moskeescholen: ongelovigen verdienen doodstraf ”, Het Parool, 10 September
2019, https://www.parool.nl/nederland/salafistische-moskeescholen-ongelovigen-verdienen-doodstraf~bf09dfda/,
(Access date 19 February 2020).
58. “SCP: Nederlanders hebben gevoel dat polarisatie toeneemt”, NOS, 29 March 2019, https://nos.nl/artikel/2278034-scp-nederlanders-hebben-gevoel-dat-polarisatie-toeneemt.html, (Access date: 23 February 2020).
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is not only restricted to open manifestation of their beliefs, with 10% perceiving
themselves as “little religious” or “not at all religious”. The aim of the research was
to illustrate how widespread Islamophobia is on a daily basis, and that it often goes
unnoticed and yet has a deep effect on Muslims. According to the majority of the
participants, Islamophobia is a recurring event in the Netherlands and has increased
over the past couple of years. Participants with direct experiences on average feel less
safe in the Netherlands than those with indirect experiences. In both groups, however, the sense of safety has decreased over the past years. More than half of those
with indirect experiences feel “rather free” or “completely free” to be Muslims in the
Netherlands, whereas almost half of those with direct experiences claimed feeling
“not free” or “completely not free” to practice their religion. Again, half of the participants are “worried” to “very concerned” something might happen to them because
of being Muslim. Seventy per cent of this group is “worried” to “very worried” about
the future of the Netherlands in this respect. Seventeen per cent of the participants
indicated having been stopped by the police and 8% stated that the police had been
to their homes asking them about their religious identity. It also becomes clear that
Islamophobia manifests itself in all aspects of life and areas of society, that it can be
both implicit and explicit, and that it has an institutional dimension. Forty per cent
indicated having faced Islamophobia more than 5 times during 2018, meaning that
at least 1,008 Islamophobic incidents took place in 2018, numbers that never pop
up in the official statistics of the anti-discrimination bureaus. Eighty-four per cent
of the participants were not prepared to file an official complaint, the main reasons
being “nothing will be done about it anyway”, “not being important enough” or “too
little evidence”. The report further showed that a lot of the incidents on a (nearly)
daily basis are implicit, and a lot of the incidents include behaviour that “officially”
isn’t regarded as Islamophobia or discrimination and is thus minimalised and not
taken serious by others. While it is usually men who are stopped by the police, it is
women who are insulted on the streets, especially the covered ones. Forty-two per
cent of women who wear a niqab have been spat on, beaten, or kicked on the streets.59
Later in 2019, in a book entitled Is Something Going to Come out of the Islam
Debate? Fifteen different prominent participants such as Ewoud Butter (founder of
republiekallochtonie.com) and Joram van Klaveren (former PVV member and Muslim revert) answered this question. The aim of the two editors-in-chief, Jan Jaap de
Ruiter and Gert Jan Geling, was to represent a variety of opinions, from Salafists and
Islamists to ex-Muslims and Islam critics in order to come up with a book reflecting this debate from different perspectives. However, the lack of Muslimah thinkers
caused strong criticism - the only woman contributing to the book being the infa59. “Meld Islamofobie presenteert nieuw rapport: Alledaagse Islamofobie in Nederlandi een verkennend onderzoek”,
Meld Islamofobie, 27 September 2019, https://www.meldislamofobie.org/meld-islamofobie-presenteert-nieuw-rapport-alledaagse-islamofobie-in-nederland-een-verkennend-onderzoek/, (Access date: 08 February 2020).
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mous Ayaan Hirsi Ali, a Somali-born Dutch citizen who has received international
attention because of her harsh critique on Islam, especially voiced in her collaboration with filmmaker Theo van Gogh in the making of the movie “Submission”,
which consists of a critique on Islam’s treatment of women. Especially the fact that
the Islamdebat (Islam debate) often focuses on women within Islam, their position,
issues such as gender equality, hijabi, etc. made it troublesome for the book to lack
the voices of the women who so often form the center of this debate.60 Another argument is that the term “Islamdebat” itself is problematic. It is argued that the two
editors-in-chief are actually unsuited and not up for a job as nuanced and delicate
as this, namely debating Islam and Muslims in the Netherlands. Kamel Essabane,
philosopher and scholar of religion, was just one of the many who declined to contribute to the book. He claimed that the editors are in fact against orthodoxy and
view it as something that should be fought against within the borders of the law and
that a “liberal Islam” should be promoted. To them, Islam is inherently the opposite
of the West, ignoring both Western Muslims who don’t fit under these labels and the
rich variety within Islam itself.61

Justice System
In January, a man was fined 350 euro for refusing to be served by a woman with
a headscarf at a supermarket, where he stated he was a “Dutchman and wanted
to be served by a Dutchman/-woman”. The actual incident took place in August
of the previous year upon which the woman took matters to court. In January,
she was found to be within her rights, even though the man claimed it was all a
misunderstanding.62
In May, the PVV presented a ban on several Islamic expressions, such as the
building of mosques and the printing of the Qur’an. While the Council of State
claimed that the “Islam ban” was not only in conflict with the constitution itself,
but undermined the oldest Dutch constitution, referring to a speech held by Willem
van Oranje where he expressed his dismay with kings who undermine the freedom
of religion. Geert Wilders, however, claimed that the freedom of religion is not on
the line, but that the aim of the ban was to redefine Islam which he claims is a “totalitarian conquest ideology”. This way Muslims would lose some of their constitutional privileges, amongst which the right to prayer in temples. The Council of State
claimed this to be unlawful as a whole population group was to be withheld from its
60. Theo Brand, “Moslima’s ontbreken in bundel over ‘het islamdebat”, Nieuw Wij, 30 August 2019, https://www.
nieuwwij.nl/actueel/moslimas-ontbreken-in-bundel-over-het-islamdebat/, (Access date: 21 February 2020).
61. Theo Brand, “De zin en onzin van het Islamdebat”, Nieuw Wij, 10 October 2019, https://www.nieuwwij.nl/
actueel/de-zin-en-onzin-van-het-islamdebat/, (Access date: 21 February 2020).
62. Tom Lallemand, “Man (78) krijgt boete omdat hij kassierster zonder hoofddoek wil”, Sceptr, 20 January 2019,
https://sceptr.net/2019/01/man-78-krijgt-boete-omdat-hij-kassierster-zonder-hoofddoek-wil/, (Access date: 13
February 2020).
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fundamental rights in a discriminatory way, thus conflicting with the constitution
and the European Convention on Human Rights. The PVV again claims that it is
Islam that damages the core elements of a democratic constitutional state, as according to them Islam knows no principle of equality and is inherently discriminatory
towards women, all non-Muslims, and non-heterosexuals. The party is determined
to go through to the Second Chamber with the proposed ban.63
Also in May, the Party for the Animals submitted a new proposal to have religious slaughter without sedation banned by law. The Council of State stated that
this ban is a much too far-reaching limitation of the freedom of religion. The party
intended to take the proposal to the Chamber of Representatives. The party submitted a similar bill in 2012.64
In July, police advisor Carel Boers handed in his resignation as advisor to the
police. In his resignation letter he stated that there are many issues within the police
and that the head of police is ethically and morally off the right track. Especially
topics such as Islamophobia and intimidation against women are topics that are
not being dealt with. When he tried to change the current state of affairs, he was
pertinently ignored, leading to his dismay and disappointment and his eventual resignation.65 After the publication of the article dealing with his resignation, hundreds
of reactions, some of sympathy, some sharing their own experiences, popped up
from many members of the largest police syndicate, the NPB. When a police officer
was asked about discrimination of Muslims, she simply replied that she had no experience on the matter, as there are barely any Muslims working in the police. The
previous chief of police Gerard Bouman mentioned in 2015 on a blog of the police’s
intranet that there were many unsettling signals about police officers talking about
those “f**ing Muslims” and that they “should light the mosques on fire and get it
over with”. According to Bouman, this is daily police talk. Members of the House of
Representatives demanded the minister of justice take action against these kinds of
practices as they are completely unacceptable. Especially the selective deafness of the
head of police forms a serious source of concern. The head of the NPB Jan Struijs
claimed that the ever-growing polarisation had managed to creep into the police
department as well.66 When DENK party member Farid Azarkan filed a petition
to receive detailed information on Islamophobia and discrimination, the head of
63. Jules Ortjens, “Raad van State vernietigend over anti-islamwet van PVV”, Trouw, 6 May 2019, https://www.
trouw.nl/politiek/raad-van-state-vernietigend-over-anti-islamwet-van-pvv~b6163c78/, (Access date: 3 February
2020).
64. "Advies: géén verbod op ritueel slachten", De Telegraaf, 10 May 2019, https://www.telegraaf.nl/nieuws/3595622/
advies-geen-verbod-op-ritueel-slachten, (Access date: 18 February 2020).
65. “Top politie kijkt weg bij wangedrag en intimidatie”, Algemeen Dagblad, 13 July 2019, https://www.ad.nl/
binnenland/top-politie-kijkt-weg-bij-wangedrag-en-intimidatie~aa576f135/, (Access date: 23 February 2020).
66. Marcel Haenen, “Kamerleden willen dat Grapperhaus misstanden bij politie aanpakt”, de Limburger, 14 July
2019,
https://www.limburger.nl/cnt/dmf20190714_00114540/kamerleden-willen-dat-grapperhaus-misstanden-bij-politie-aanpakt, (Access date: 22 February 2020).
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the Ministry of Justice Ferd Grapperhaus replied that he was not able to provide
Azarkan with the desired information, as the usual period did not suffice to gather
this information.67
Starting 1 August, the wearing of a burqa and niqab in public spaces is forbidden by law. The ban is valid in places such as public transportation (buses, trams,
trains, etc.), hospitals, and schools. Those who violate the ban are to be fined 150
euro and the government expects the employees where the public bans are valid to
address people actively when they are violating the ban. If the violator refuses to take
off the burqa or niqab, the police can be called for backup. However, a lot of vagueness exists regarding the exact rules and enforcement of the ban and many instances,
such as academic hospitals, refuse to enforce it as they are not willing to call the police. Municipalities such as that of Rotterdam, Utrecht, and Amsterdam have stated
that due to a scarcity of police they are prioritising other matters, and are not willing
to send out police for this matter. The public transportation companies are not particularly happy about stopping their vehicles when the ban is violated as they fear the
police won’t show up when asked for backup and it can directly cause problems for
the employees. The Rotterdam party NIDA has indicated its willingness to pay the
fines whenever one is given.68 In the aftermath of the initial implementation, many
misunderstandings have occurred with the law being enforced (or trying to be) at
places not necessary. Simultaneously, an increase of incidents against veiled women
(regular or niqab) has been noticed, acts of discrimination ranging from being sworn
at to being spit on, and being threatened to have the veil pulled off their heads. The
government simply replied that sooner or later an evaluation would be done but
that for now the ban was to remain intact.69 Tendayi Achiume, reporter to the UN
who was in the Netherlands to research on how the country deals with discrimination, came to the conclusion that the ban caused more harm than it did good, and
that it does not suit a society priding itself on its promotion of equality of men and
women, as the ban gives the image that women with facial coverings are dangerous,
leading to even further polarisation. According to Achiume, Dutch society is very
Islamophobic, even though it likes to think of itself as very tolerant. She claims that
Islam is repetitively being mirrored, even in the Dutch parliament, as inherently opposing Dutch identity. It is precisely because of this self-perception of being tolerant
67. “Uitstelbrief Kamervragen over moslimfobie en intimidatie bij de politie”, Rijksoverheid, 8 August 2019,
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2019/08/08/uitstelbericht-kamervragen-over-moslimfobie-en-intimidatie-bij-de-politie-denk, (Access date: 22 February 2020).
68. “Boerkaverbod gaat in, maar niemand wil handhaven. Gaat het werken?”, Hart Van Nederland, 31 July 2019,
https://www.hartvannederland.nl/nieuws/2019/boerkaverbod-gaat-in-maar-niemand-wil-handhaven-gaat-hetwerken/, (Access date: 5 February 2020).
69. Cyril Rosman, “Drie weken boerkaverbod: drie incidenten en geheime cijfers”, Algemeen Dagblad, 26 August
2019,
https://www.ad.nl/binnenland/drie-weken-boerkaverbod-drie-incidenten-en-geheime-cijfers~a41c3c0b/,
(Access date: 5 February 2020).
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that further improvements are being blocked. According to Achiume, in many areas
of life, be it political or social discourse, and even law enforcement, the message is
projected that the real Dutch are white and of Dutch descent.70

Internet
According to the General Intelligence and Security Service’s report extreme-right
groups such as Pegida, Identair Verzet, Rechts in Verzet, NVU, Erkenbrand, and
Voorpost are usually active on the large platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube. The growth of right-extremist content is said to have stagnated on their
own websites, as is the short-lived boost in their followers. However, the focus seems
to be shifting to international alternative forums, platforms, and chat apps such as
4Chan, 8kun, and EndChan, where a lot of right-extremist content is being shared,
creating an international community. They use Gab (instead of Twitter), Minds and
VKontakte (instead of Facebook), Telegram (instead of WhatsApp) and Bitchute (instead of YouTube) as these are less restrictive in their policy when it comes to violent
or extremist content than Facebook, Twitter, or Google. However, especially after the
attack in Christchurch, New Zealand there is a growing social and political pressure
to remove far-right extreme content.71

Central Figures in the Islamophobia Network
For many years now Geert Wilders is the first name to pop up in one’s mind when
Islamophobia is discussed in the Netherlands. Originally a member of VVD and
mentor of the current Prime Minister, in 2004, he founded his own party Groep
Wilders (Group Wilders), which later on developed into PVV (Party for Freedom).
His criticism of Islam and his Islamophobic views have been being voiced ever since
9/11, but he had started expressing his concerns on “Muslimextremism” as early as
1999. It is mainly this that caused him to leave the VDD and produce his film Fitna.
In 2019, he made several Islamophobic statements that haven’t wavered from his
statements over the years.
A rather new player in the field is Thierry Baudet’s FvD (Forum for Democracy).
Originally founded as a think tank and turned into a party in 2016, it participated in
the 2017 general elections, where it won 2 seats. In the 2019 provincial elections, the
party won 86 seats across the 12 provinces. In South Holland, North Holland, and
Flevoland it became the largest party, doubling the number of votes for the PVV. A

70. Pieter Van Berkel, “VN: ‘Nederland is islamofoob en racistisch”, Sceptr, 9 October 2019, https://sceptr.
net/2019/10/vn-nederland-is-islamofoob-en-racistisch/, (Access date: 18 February 2020).
71. “Dreigingsbeeld Terrorisme Nederland 51 December 2019”, Rijksoverheid, 9 December 2019, https://www.
rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2019/12/09/tk-bijlage-rapport-dreigingsbeeld-terrorisme-nederland-51,
(Access date: 21 February 2020).
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third of the voters voted for the PVV in 2017.72 The FvD claims the source of unrest
in the Middle East is structural as the surrounding countries refuse to recognise Israel
as a state. It also expressed its unwavering support to Israel as, according to the party,
it is a successful business partner and a democracy. It also supports Bashar Al-Assad
in the Syrian Civil War. The party wants the Netherlands to withdraw from the EU,
restrict migration, and enshrine into law the preservation of Dutch culture while
restricting Islamic practices.73 An interesting note is that both parties openly support
Israel and Jews, while many of their far-right followers are in fact anti-Semitic.
In 2018, Haaretz showed from a review of tax forms from the San Francisco
Jewish Federation that the federation donated money to the PVV.74 In 2019, a ban
on donations coming from outside of the EU was established. While it is a general
ban, it mostly affected the PVV, as in the past couple of years it has received about
150,000 euro from the U.S. David Horowitz Freedom Center. Donations from
within the EU are still allowed but every euro needs to be accounted for.75
The main Dutch Islamophobic organisations and movements are Pegida and
Identitair Verzet, the Dutch wing of the pan-European Identitarian movement.
They were classified by the German government as right-wing extremists in 2019.76
Pegida too, is pan-European with German roots, and stands for Patriotische Europäer gegen die Islamisierung des Abendlandes (Patriotic Europeans against the Islamisation of the Occident). As is clear from the name, the movement’s main - if
not only - concern is Islam and its so-called threat to Western civilisation. It was
founded in 2014, with its Dutch offshoot being founded in 2015. The head of
Pegida Nederland is Edwin Wagensveld.

Observed Civil Society and Political Initiatives to
Counter Islamophobia
According to a report entitled “The Social State of the Netherlands 2019” published by the Social and Cultural Planning Bureau (SCP), Dutch citizens witness
72. Ben Margulies, “Why Europe should worry about Thierry Baudet”, The London School of Economics and Political Science, 20 March 2019, https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2019/04/24/why-europe-should-worry-aboutthierry-baudet/, (Access date: 1 April 2020).
73. “European Union Elections: A Breakdown of Europe’s Nationalist Parties” TRT World, 22 May 2019, https://
www.trtworld.com/magazine/european-union-elections-a-breakdown-of-europe-s-nationalist-parties-26867, (Access date: 1 April 2020).
74. Allison Kaplan Sommer, “From Project Veritas to the Tea Party San Francisco Jewish Federation Also Funding Far-Right Fringe Groups, Not Just Canary Mission”, Haaretz, 10 October 2018, https://www.haaretz.com/usnews/.premium-sf-jewish-federation-funded-far-right-groups-as-well-as-canary-mission-1.6547447, (Access date: 1
April 2020).
75. Laurens Kok, “Verbod op buitenlandse gift politieke partijen”, Algemeen Dagblad, 25 January 2019, https://
www.ad.nl/politiek/verbod-op-buitenlandse-gift-politieke-partijen~ae3be101/, (Access date: 1 April 2020).
76. “Identitäre Bewegung als rechtsextrem eingestuft”, Deutsche Welle, 11 July 2019, https://www.dw.com/de/
identit%C3%A4re-bewegung-als-rechtsextrem-eingestuft/a-49551518, (Access date: 1 April 2020).
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and experience an increase in conflict between population groups, as indicated by
a growing sense of “social unease” and “by the amount in which one perceives the
world as formed by conflicts and the we/them relations”. When asked where they
perceive the most conflicts, 69% of the people answered between native citizens
and those with a migrant background. Whereas in 2012, 32% of the people perceived a large conflict between eight different population groups, 43% perceived
it in 2019.77
In reaction to all the commotion elicited by the publication of the aforementioned reports on the alleged radicalisation of Islamic education and the Cornelius Haga High School, integration expert Walter Palm published an essay warning
people of the danger Muslims are currently in, as the Netherlands is in the grip of
Islamophobia. When the PvdA and the VVD wanted to limit the constitutional
freedom of religious schools, he says, the government should have extended its hand
to the Muslim community and explicitly expressed the fact that Muslims belong in
the Netherlands, and should have fought for upholding the constitution rather than
implementing laws that conflict with the latter. Palm, who was an integration expert
for several ministers from 1982 up to his retirement in 2017, claims that Muslims
have continuously been discriminated against. He claims to be worried about how
politics deal with Muslims, referring to how many Jews in pre-war Germany underestimated the anti-Semitism. Hitler applied the salami tactics, a divide and conquer
process and alliances used to overcome opposition. Gradualness, he says, causes abnormal things such as anti-Semitism and Islamophobia to be regarded as normal in
time. Furthermore, he writes how the Netherlands has been in the grip of a “mass
hysteria” since 9/11. He stresses that most of the actions taken by the government,
such as refusing “hate-imams”, the burqa ban, cancelling citizenship of Jihadis with a
double passport, etc. are measures that illustrate both that Islamophobia is a constant
in Dutch politics and, at the same time, are counter-productive as they give Muslim
society the signal that “we are against you”, which doesn’t help when you want to
battle radicalisation. Palm claims that in order to battle radicalisation Muslims are
needed, and that many of them are against radicalisation and are deeply saddened
whenever a terrorist attack takes place.78
The MKB-Limburg kicked off a pilot project called “Inclusive Workfloor Midden-Limburg” to increase diversity in the workplace. It aims to change the insight
and attitude of employers of small and medium-sized companies, making them

77. “De sociale staat van Nederland 2019”, Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau, 10 September 2019, https://www.scp.
nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2019/De_sociale_staat_van_Nederland_2019, (Access date: 20 February 2020).
78. Bas Soetenhorst, “Integratie-expert: Nederland is in de greep van islamofobie”, Het Parool, 20 September 2019,
https://www.parool.nl/nederland/integratie-expert-nederland-is-in-de-greep-van-islamofobie~b5400ac8/, (Access
date: 20 February 2020).
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aware of the advantages a diverse personnel could bring with it.79 Amsterdam has
decided to use “mystery guests” to fight discrimination. Organisations that are found
to differentiate between potential employees will be publicly shamed.80

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
During a thorough investigation into the status quo of Islam and Muslims in the
Netherlands in 2019 one word in particular kept popping up: polarisation. This word
itself forms the perfect summary of the crisis in the West regarding Islam at the
moment. Each passing day, the gap between Muslims and non-Muslims seems to be
getting larger, with Muslims getting more and more tired of being misunderstood,
mis- or underrepresented, otherised, being used as a topic for political gain, etc. On
the other hand, non-Muslims, native Dutch citizens in particular, are facing a fear
against the unknown, insecurity about the future, and a feeling that they have to
compromise too much on their own culture.
What is even more interesting is that both sides seem to put the blame on media
and social media in particular. With the situation being thus, it seems advisable for
the government to conduct further research on this topic and investigate how this
process can be reversed, and how media and social media can be used to promote
true liberalism within the country where everyone is free to be themselves without
this being a source of hate and intolerance against the other. In order to do so, it is
important to get to the bottom of what exactly is the cause of this growing sense of
intolerance and hate towards the opposite “pole”, what is it that makes people feel
uneasy with the presence or the attitude of the other.
As the study of Meld Islamofobie illustrated very clearly, most Muslims simply
mention the discrimination they face, but do not file complaints because they believe
they cannot prove anything, won’t be listened to, or taken seriously by the authorities. This in itself is very alarming and summarises the ever-growing polarisation and
lack of mutual understanding in the Netherlands. The fact that a citizen of a certain
country does not feel supported enough to ask for his rights and protest when discriminated, or worse even, develops this “what can we do about it, anyway?” attitude
shows a very severe flaw in the country’s way of governing, especially a country like
the Netherlands which bases its constitution primarily on the equality of all citizens
and secondarily on the freedom of religion. It is also disturbing to see that the police
force with a lack of Muslim officers is renowned for its Islamophobic attitude. A lot
of Muslims experience types of discrimination that might not even be identified as
“real discrimination” as they manifest themselves on a regular basis and in a subtle
79. “Kick-off pilot ‘Inclusieve werkvloer Midden-Limburg”, MKB Limburg, https://www.mkblimburg.nl/nieuws/
persbericht-kickoff-pilot-ainclusieve-werkvloer-middenlimburg/, (Access date: 20 February 2020).
80. Michiel Couzy, “Mystery guests ingezet tegen arbeidsdiscriminatie”, Het Parool, 15 January 2019, https://www.
parool.nl/nieuws/mystery-guests-ingezet-tegen-arbeidsdiscriminatie~b7c7993b/, (Access date: 20 February 2020).
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way, such as being excluded from groups because wearing a hijab makes them “different” or being told they “speak very good Dutch” despite being a third-generation
migrant – in other words, daily occurrences that subtly suggest that they are not
full-fledged Dutch citizens.
On the other hand, consciously or subconsciously, governmental institutions
seem to feed this idea of Muslims not really being “authentic” Dutch citizens by their
actions and statements. While the growing popularity of populist extreme-right ideas
and parties such as PVV is worrying indeed, the real issue lies with the non-extremeright parties that seem to participate in this anti-Muslim racism, making this more
acceptable and widespread, instead of curbing this kind of behaviour and intolerant
speech. A perfect example of this is Prime Minister Mark Rutten’s statement that he
“wouldn’t send his kid there” when asked about the Hagia Cornelius High School,
while as the head of the country his job was to defend the rights of Muslims, allowing
them to have their own type of education as long as they are approved by the inspection - which was the case - even if it doesn’t match his own educational philosophy.
This seems to be an attitude imitated by many politicians: as soon as there is a situation somehow related to Islam or Muslims, many politicians stand up and unite to
openly criticise the opposite side rather than taking a neutral position and trying to
get to the root of the problem without turning it into an “us-them” situation. Another instance that seems to feed the fear and spread it even further is the secret service,
stressing the possibility of a Jihadist attack and the so-called growing influence of
Salafism in the Netherlands, with several schools being targeted for being a source of
hate speech against “the West”. The fact of the matter is that there is no solid proof
for any of these topics leading to the agency itself being investigated. But the damage
is done: the idea of Salafism taking over the Netherlands has taken the country in its
grip and has become the cause of many attacks on Muslims and Islamic institutions.
Based on this report and the aforementioned remarks, three suggestions for
policies can be made:
Education is still excessively one-sided. Muslims feel under- and misrepresented. Islam consists of many different religious groups, sects, schools of thought, ranging from ultra-orthodox to ultra-liberal and reformist, yet the only school that comes
to mind nowadays due to excessive media coverage is Salafism (even Sunnism and
Shiism have been banished to the background). Islam needs to be stripped bare of all
layers of fear and prejudice and shown in all its diversity. It is also necessary to teach
history in a more intercultural and borderless way, to illustrate how religions and
cultures interflow, and how they have affected one another throughout the ages, be it
the Ottoman-Dutch Alliance or the Arab-Muslim contributions to science.
Secondly, non-Muslims need to be made aware that asking questions like “Why
hide your hair? You’re much prettier without a headscarf!”, “Aren’t you hot in those
clothes?”, “Aren’t you thirsty (during Ramadan)?” and other comments that stress
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Muslims’ otherness are very bothersome and unnecessary, and that Muslims have
identities and personalities that stretch way beyond their religious identity. While
extreme-right groups are indeed a relatively real threat and governments should take
the necessary precautions, as Meld Islamofobie’s report shows, it is the hidden Islamophobia that is especially unsettling.
Thirdly, it also needs to be understood by both the people and the authorities
in general that, even though the Netherlands is a secular country, for many Muslims their God and the afterlife are very real and that actively limiting them from
performing their religious duties (ban on headscarf, not being able to pray at work,
etc.) causes severe unhappiness, stress, and even depression for Dutch Muslim citizens, actively handicapping them from functioning properly within society. It is
also this factor that discourages young Muslims from pursuing a higher education
as most of them know (or believe) there won’t be a workplace willing to employ
them if they do so.

Chronology
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

March 2019: The intelligence service AIVD published the results of its yearly report stating that Salafist ideology is being taught in some after-school
classes, triggering several Islamophobic acts towards Islamic institutions.
March 2019: The AIVD published a report stating that Salafist thought is
being taught in the newly founded Cornelius Haga High School, causing a
crisis that reached national levels.
03.03.2019: A banner with insulting phrases was placed on a window
frame of the As-Sunnah Mosque in The Hague.
22.03.2019: Geert Wilders calls out to close all Islamic schools.
08.04.2019: Several people attending a mosque were beaten by a father and
son in Waddinxveen.
16.05.2019: The Nasser Mosque in Veenendaal was soiled by unknown
attackers.
09.06.2019: The PVV presented a ban on several Islamic expressions, such
as the building of mosques and the printing of the Qur’an (anti-Islam law).
13.07.2019: Police coach Carel Boers resigned after years of duty due to issues such as Islamophobia and intimidation against women not being dealt
with by the relevant authorities.
01.08.2019: The ban against the burqa and niqab in public spaces is implemented. The ban is valid in places such as public transportation, hospitals,
and schools.
16.09.2019: Anti-Islamic posters and banners were hung on the Abou Bakr
Mosque in Almere.
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25.09.2019: The Party for the Animals submitted a new proposal to have
religious slaughter without sedation banned by law.
12-14.11.2019: Several mosques received a threatening letter depicting a
man hanging from the gallows with the word “ISLAM” written next to it.
30.12.2019: Geert Wilders called out to his followers to organise another
cartoon contest depicting the prophet Muhammad.
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